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Abstract. The Cluster fleet offers the first possibility of com-
paring non-thermal terrestrial continuum radiation from sim-
ilarly equipped nearby observation points. A very rich data
set has already been acquired on the Cluster polar orbit, be-
tween 4 and 19 Earth radii geocentric distances, and pre-
liminary analysis has been carried out on these emissions.
We focus in this paper on direction finding performed from
all four spacecraft as a means to locate the position of the
sources of this continuum radiation. Directions are derived
from spin modulation properties, under the usual analysis as-
sumptions of the wave vector of the radiation lying in the
plane containing the spin axis and the antenna position at
electric field minimum. All the spin axes of the four Cluster
spacecraft are aligned perpendicular to the ecliptic, thus the
aligned spacecraft antenna spin planes provide redundant 2-
D views of the propagation path of the radiation and source
location. Convincing 2-D triangulation results have been ob-
tained in the vicinity of the source region. In addition, the out
of spin plane component of the wave vector reveals itself to a
certain extent through directivity characteristics compared at
different distances of the spin plane to the ecliptic. The four
case events studied (two of them taken near apogee, the other
two near perigee) have confirmed general properties derived
from previous observations: trapping in the lower frequency
range, radiation escaping into the magnetosheath region in
the higher frequency range. All propagation directions are
compatible with source positions in the plasmapause region,
however, at a significant distance from the equator in one
case. Our observations have also revealed new properties,
like the importance of small-scale density irregularities in the
local amplification of continuum radiation. We conclude that
more detailed generation and propagation models are needed
to fit the observations.
Correspondence to: P. M. E. De´cre´au
(pdecreau@cnrs-orleans.fr)
Key words. Magnetospheric physics (plasmasphere) –
Space plasma physics (instruments and techniques, radiation
processes)
1 Introduction
Continuum radiations are electromagnetic radiations of ter-
restrial origin, covering the range from a few kHz to a few
100 kHz, often present in the Earth’s environment. First dis-
covered about 30 years ago (Gurnett, 1975, and references
therein) they have been observed from all geo-spatial mis-
sions suitably equipped, in particular on ISEE, GEOS, DE
I, GEOTAIL, WIND (Morgan and Gurnett, 1991, and refer-
ences therein; Kasaba et al., 1998, and references therein).
The appearance of continuum radiation in the observations
(e.g. as shown in Figs. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8) is quite variable, de-
pending on the point of the observation, on the frequency
range examined, on the state of the dynamical magneto-
sphere, and also on instrument performances. Basic char-
acteristic features are: weak emissions grouped as a series of
narrow band frequencies, displaying spectral stability with
time (several hours are typical). Variations of that descrip-
tion include smooth emissions over a large frequency “con-
tinuum” range, continuum enhancements structures, i.e. sud-
den onset with rapidly diverging frequency bands of roughly
equal separation at any one time, and other more refined de-
scriptions.
The continuum sources are thought to lie mainly in the
equatorial plane, in the vicinity of a plasmapause gradient
(Gurnett et al., 1988). This does not exclude the possibil-
ity of a source location near the magnetopause, which would
fit better some observations. In any event, the multiplicity
of simultaneous sources seems to be a rule, as well as the
multiplicity of ray paths between sources and points of ob-
servation, resulting in the various possible continuum forms
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observed. Two main types of generation mechanisms have
been proposed: linear and non-linear. Both involve high
level electrostatic emissions at or above the upper hybrid fre-
quency. Some generation mechanisms have been discussed
in view of observations (Barbosa, 1982; Etcheto et al., 1982;
Morgan and Gurnett, 1991). However, the question about
which processes are at work remains largely unanswered.
More investigations are thus required before a complete and
comprehensive understanding of the detailed features and
signatures observed is available.
In this paper, our goal is to describe which novel obser-
vational features are added by the Cluster fleet (Escoubet et
al., 2001) to the already important knowledge available, in
particular by direction finding. We shall neither discuss gen-
eration mechanisms nor propagation properties which would
sustain such observations. But we will try, in the light of
the few case events presented, to discuss some relevant ques-
tions.
Observations from the Cluster fleet are interesting in sev-
eral aspects. The main one is certainly the presence of
several simultaneous observational points of a given event.
Another important aspect is the orbit configuration, which
offers views at a close vicinity of sources, or even pass-
ing through areas where conversion mechanisms from in-
tense electrostatic waves into electromagnetic emissions are
at work. Lastly, the capabilities of the main instrument of
observation, the Whisper experiment (De´cre´au et al., 1997;
2001), lead to a very rich set of observations, specific to Clus-
ter, which can be taken advantage of in a number of ways.
This paper aims at presenting a flavour of the quality of the
observations, via the example of a few case events. The next
section describes the instrument capabilities, and the tech-
nique of directivity analysis derived from Whisper data. Sec-
tion 3 presents low-latitude observations in the tail magneto-
sphere and in the magnetosheath, obtained in both cases with
the largest spacecraft separation (triangulation baseline dis-
tance) available until this time. Section 4 focuses on obser-
vations in the vicinity of the sources. Section 5 presents a
summary and a conclusion.
2 Whisper instrument measurement capabilities
2.1 Main performances
The Whisper experiment (De´cre´au et al., 1997) includes two
main devices. One is a receiver and Fast Fourier Trans-
form vector processor, which treats the electric field signal
provided by the EFW instrument (Gustafsson et al., 1997),
and calculates every 13.33 ms a frequency spectrum in the
range 2–80 kHz, at a constant frequency separation of 160
or 320 Hz (480 or 240 frequency bins). It is mainly used in
the so-called Natural mode of operation, where several spec-
tra are accumulated, frequency to frequency, and a selection
of the resulting averaged spectra (covering a time span of
213 ms, in standard operations), is subsequently transmitted
to the ground.
The second part of the instrument is a transmitter, which
actively triggers natural resonance in the electronic popula-
tion. This module, added to the receiver and analyser, forms
a sounder (Trotignon et al., 2001). When the instrument op-
erates as a sounder, the central frequency of a short trigger-
ing wave train sweeps the 4–80 kHz range step after step.
The main output in the so-called Sounding mode, which con-
sists of a frequency spectrum (over the 4–80 kHz band), con-
structed from the partial frequency responses obtained after
each step. The instrument is operated as a sounder during
short intervals of about 3 s (covering two frequency sweeps),
at a standard recurrence of 52 s. The rest of the time, it is op-
erated in Natural mode. It then measures electric field vari-
ations at a sensitivity better than 2·10−7 Vrms Hz −1/2 (con-
verted in units of electric field spectral density, 5·10−18 Vrms
m−1 Hz−1). Such a sensitivity is well adapted to the mea-
surement of typical low intensity continuum radiation emis-
sions, as will be seen later.
2.2 Continuum observations by the Whisper instrument:
general features
The main output of the Whisper instrument is best presented
as colour-coded frequency-time spectrograms, constructed
from the successive frequency spectra elaborated on board,
either in Natural or Sounding modes. The presence of contin-
uum radiation is regularly visible in Whisper spectrograms.
The top and middle panels of Fig. 1 present observations
taken at large distances from the source, close to the ecliptic,
during geophysically active periods (Km levels, respectively,
at 4− and 3+). They look similar to observations measured in
similar regions and reported in former studies, for instance,
by ISEE (Kurth et al., 1981) or GEOTAIL (Kasaba et al.,
1998). In the first case event (upper panel), Cluster 4 space-
craft is located in the magnetosheath, characterized by a lo-
cal plasma frequency Fp fluctuating between about 30 and
40 kHz, and by strong sporadic electrostatic fluctuations at
low frequency. The main escaping continuum features, here
superposed to type 3 emissions, display a frequency sepa-
ration of approximately 11 kHz, indicative, if measuring the
gyrofrequency at the source, of a main source at about 4.2RE
geocentric distance (Gough, 1982).
The second case (middle panel) shows an example of a
continuum enhancement feature observed by Cluster 4, a
phenomenon first reported by Gough (1982), as remote sens-
ing the plasmapause motion. Here, the frequency separa-
tion in the main “finger-like” feature after 23:00 UT amounts
to about 14.5 kHz, indicative of a corresponding source at a
geocentric distance of about 3.9 Earth radii.
The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows a spectrogram mea-
sured onboard Cluster 2 under moderately disturbed condi-
tions (Km level at 2◦ in the plasmasphere region). It can be
compared to Dynamic Explorer 1 (DE 1) views (see Mor-
gan and Gurnett, 1991, plates 1 and 4), because orbit paths
are locally similar (perigee of Cluster roughly corresponds
to apogee for DE 1). Whisper offers additional informa-
tion, however: the sounder’s resonance patterns, displayed
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Fig. 1. Frequency-time spectrograms showing continuum emissions measured by Whisper instrument on three different days. The two upper
panels display natural emissions only, while the lower panel also includes the resonance spectral harmonic lines induced during sounding
operations. Continuum radiations appear under different forms: in the 7 June 2003 case, as a series of narrow frequency elements, penetrating
the magnetosheath, in the 25 July 2002 case, as a continuum enhancement, starting simultaneously with auroral radiations signatures, both
likely resulting from the same triggering due to particle injection and precipitation, in the 23 October 2002 case, either above 40 kHz, as
structured emissions localized near the magnetic equator, or between 30 and 50 kHz, as narrow frequency continuum elements, or else at low
frequency, as a smooth large band emission, trapped in between the plasmaspheric body and a density blob.
here superposed on natural emissions. The spacecraft, lo-
cated initially in the Southern Hemisphere, travels inward,
traverses the body of the plasmasphere near perigee, and then
progresses on its outer leg. The resonance pattern points in
particular to the local electron gyrofrequency (∼8–12 kHz)
and harmonics, n Fce, the plasma frequency, Fp, ( increas-
ing from about 10 to about 32 kHz inside the plasmasphere,
then decreasing), and the Fq Bernstein series (see Trotignon
et al., 2001, for a description of the sounder triggered res-
onance patterns). The magnetic equator is crossed at about
08:30 UT, as indicated both by the vicinity of a minimum in
Fce variations with time and by the presence of high intensity
electrostatic wave peaks, distributed predominantly between
the harmonics of local electron gyrofrequency (Gough et al.,
1979). The perigee proper is reached at about 08:50 UT.
Such a region of observation is particularly interesting, be-
cause it is where continuum generation is expected to occur.
Three different forms of continuum are co-existing in this
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particular case, as indicated on the plot: (i) features confined
to the near vicinity of the equator, mainly above 45 kHz, (ii)
longer lasting narrow frequency lines in the 30–50 kHz band-
width, similar to escaping continuum features shown in the
top panel (here fading above ∼45◦ magnetic latitude), (iii)
unstructured emissions in the 10–25 kHz bandwidth, similar
to low frequency features shown in the middle panel. The
first type might be the primitive form of continuum radi-
ation. It is seen at close proximity to the equatorial high
intensity electrostatic emissions thought to be converted to
electromagnetic radiation. The characteristic frequencies of
equatorial emissions can be identified using the sounder’s op-
erations. Indeed, the capability of the Whisper instrument
to indicate local properties of the medium (Trotignon et al.,
2003; Canu et al., 2001), together with a high level of detail
in the spectra, is extremely interesting for a study of gener-
ation mechanisms. In particular, each wave spectrum deliv-
ered might be considered as instantaneous: it compares elec-
tric field intensity at different frequencies for the same ac-
quisition in time and with a frequency resolution sufficient to
separate rays only 1 kHz apart, even in the higher frequency
range. Hence, levels at the induced Bernstein Fqs, and at
the Fp or the upper hybrid Fuh natural emissions are directly
comparable. It can be seen, for instance, that in this case the
most intense natural electrostatic emissions at the magnetic
equator do not occur in the electron cyclotron harmonic band
containing the Fuh frequency (located in this case at∼32 kHz
in the third band). Instead, they appear in the vicinity of the
Fq4 and Fq5 frequencies (∼ 40 and 46 kHz), at an intensity
at least one order of magnitude higher than the intensity ob-
served at Fuh. A complete discussion of those observations is
outside the scope of this paper. However, such a behaviour as
multiple driving energy sources at a given point might partly
explain the multiplicity of continuum lines observed, whose
characteristic frequency separation is much smaller than the
local gyrofrequency (see as an example the pattern around
09:30 UT, in the 30–50 kHz frequency range).
2.3 Direction finding analysis
Continuum radiation, when measured from a spinning an-
tenna, is modulated at twice the spin frequency, a property
which has been used in the past to derive ray path direction
in the spin plane (Gurnett, 1975; Filbert and Kellogg, 1989;
Morgan and Gurnett, 1991; Kasaba et al., 1998). All spin
planes of the Cluster spacecraft are parallel to the ecliptic;
we have followed a standard approach to derive the propaga-
tion direction projected in this plane. The wave is assumed to
propagate in free space, as a planar wave. Its electric field is
supposed to be either randomly or circularly polarized. Un-
der such assumptions, the electric field pattern of the wave
will project into the spin plane as a polarization ellipse, the
minor axis of which is aligned with the wave vector k of the
radiation projected in to the same plane. In order to quan-
titatively locate the latter direction, we define the angle ak
which the projected wave vector makes with the X GSE-axis,
as illustrated in the upper sketch of Fig. 2. The value of ak
is estimated in the 0–180◦ range, not by a simple detection
of the antenna attitude at minimum (or maximum) intensity,
but by a fit of the complete measured spin modulation to an
abs(cosine) shape. The modulation index m derived through
this process is m= cos(ψ) for a point source, where ψ is the
angle of the radiation ray with respect to the spin plane.
The m index depends in addition upon the dimension of
the source. It decreases when either one of the following
conditions, a propagation vector close to the spin plane or
a source of small dimension, is not satisfied. The direc-
tion finding analysis provides thus results easier to interpret
when ψ is small and hence one of these conditions is well
defined. If sources are placed in the equatorial plane, the
small ψ condition is expected to be well satisfied only on
part of the Cluster polar orbit, i.e. in the vicinity of either
perigee or apogee, which are close to equator. We indeed
obtain statistically (over a selection of continuum events)
higher modulations when Cluster is placed at low latitudes,
in the vicinity of either perigee or apogee, than elsewhere.
Moreover, a set of observations (Morgan and Gurnett, 1991;
Green and Boardsen, 1999) indicate that continuum sources
are emitting within a cone angle limited in latitude. As a con-
sequence, only part of the Cluster orbit, again near perigee
or apogee, should be illuminated. Surprisingly, we still ob-
tain, from our limited statistical study, continuum events at
rather large latitudes (up to 60◦ and more), most character-
ized with a low modulation index m, but some with a signifi-
cant (>0.5)mvalue. It is worth noting, however, that “large”
latitude conditions associated with a significant modulation
of continuum radiations are met on the perigee side of the
Cluster orbit, at small geocentric distances (<6RE). Hence,
although technically observed at high latitude, those radia-
tions can still travel at a reasonably small angle with the spin
plane: on the one hand, they might emit from a source being
placed at a few Earth radii off the equator, on the other hand,
they might have undergone one reflection at magnetopause
and travel at high latitudes (above the Earth), as shown in
ray-tracing calculations of Green and Boardsen (1999). The
details of the direction finding analysis are constrained by the
characteristics and performances of the Whisper instrument.
Coping with the limited telemetry available, on-board com-
pression reduces the size of each frequency bin spectral den-
sity value to a 6-bit word, leading to some granularity in the
intensity information (see De´cre´au et al., 1997). In addition,
the time resolution is such that only a few spectra at most
are delivered per 4-s spin period (standard resolution: 2.15 s,
best resolution: 0.33 s). Three main parameters are derived
after fitting the data with an abs(cosine) model: the direc-
tivity angle ak, the amplitude of the modulated signal and
the modulation index m. In addition, we calculate the stan-
dard deviation between the experimental and the modelled
signal values and validate a fit only if the signal to standard
deviation ratio is better than 6 dB, and if the modulated sig-
nal is higher than the electronic noise threshold. Lastly, the
modulation index value is re-evaluated by applying a cor-
rection factor. This is needed because each experimental
point derives from a spectrum obtained by accumulation of
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Fig. 2. Derivation of k vector orientation in the XY GSE-plane. Top panel sketch of the antenna in the spin plane defining the directivity
angle in 2-D. Second panel from top: signal intensity (expressed in units of normalized voltage difference) versus time given as phase angle
ωt (expressed in degrees). Experimental values are plotted as crosses, the modelled variation is plotted in red. Four bottom left panels:
signal intensity values (same unit as above) measured on the four spacecraft (same time and frequency as above), versus modelled intensity
variations (phase angles restricted to 0–180◦ range; colours according to standard conventions on Cluster, black, red, green and purple for,
respectively, C1, C2, C3 and C4). Two bottom right panels: Cluster configuration in OVT representation (Stasiewicz, 2001), using the GSE
reference system: projections in the XY-planes (top) and YZ-planes (bottom).
successive individual spectra. During the accumulation, the
antenna rotates, sometimes from an angle as high as 80◦. We
link the corresponding accumulated spectrum to the phase
angle at half rotation, which still samples the spin plane ad-
equately, but the modulation index is under-evaluated, from
below 2% under standard operations, to 7% in the case of
Fig. 2, or 30% in the worst case. The choice of the time in-
terval duration for analysis depends strongly on the operation
mode. Tests have demonstrated that the most stringent factor
towards obtaining a satisfying fit is the signal stability. We
have thus favoured a frequent analysis, relying upon about
30 to 40 experimental points (30 to 40 accumulated spectra).
The corresponding duration is 90 s in the standard opera-
tional mode, less in burst telemetry mode (as is the case of
Fig. 2). On the other hand, we currently carry out the analysis
over a single frequency line (which covers a frequency band
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of either 160 or 320 Hz) in the available spectra. However,
we have also the facility to carry the analysis over the highest
intensity line in a small frequency band, which proved useful
in some cases.
The plots in Fig. 2 (middle and bottom left panels) illus-
trate the quality of direction analysis obtained with Whisper
data during the third event shown in Fig. 1. The analysis
is done on one element of escaping continuum (46.2 kHz,
09:37 UT). The Cluster instruments are running in burst
mode, which allows a fare time resolution (0.65 s). In the
middle panel, the amplitude intensity is plotted against the
antenna rotation angle for C2 while the bottom panel displays
measured intensity variations for each spacecraft against the
phase angle restricted to the 0–180◦ range. Modelled varia-
tions are superposed in both cases. The middle panel shows
the details of time evolution. Fifteen half rotations are ac-
complished within the 30-s time sample, about two of those
are devoted to sounding operation (between 700 and 1200◦
rotation phase angle), which interrupts the natural emission
survey. That type of plot is useful to depict unwanted spu-
rious bursts of signal enhancements. Actually, we apply a
modest filtering (suppressing the widely out of range values)
to our data set prior to proceeding with data fit. This explains
the small differences between the middle and bottom panel
views for C2.
It is important to estimate uncertainty factors on directivity
parameters. Indeed, making the best use of four spacecraft is
much more demanding than dealing with measurements from
a single platform, where all the fluctuations observed could
possibly be attributed to time fluctuations in the source. All
former studies demonstrated that the fluctuations are impor-
tant (see, for instance, Kasaba et al., 1998), and the Cluster
measurements do not contradict that fact. However, as shown
later, the Cluster data indicate that the effects from granula-
tion in space are another important factor which limits trian-
gulation possibilities toward finding the source location.
The antenna spin angle is known with a good accuracy,
better than a degree, and this uncertainty factor can be ne-
glected relative to what results from random noise contained
in the electric signal. Individually, each propagation vector
angle position is determined with an uncertainty which can
be estimated from the standard deviation between the mod-
elled and the experimental spin modulation. A simple rela-
tion between this quantity and an angle shift in the modelled
modulation leads to averaged angle deviations, which depend
significantly on the instrument operational mode and on the
plasma regime encountered. In the case illustrated in Fig. 2,
it amounts to less than ±1◦, and can be translated to a con-
fidence (uncertainty) interval better than ±2◦. In that partic-
ular case, each experimental point results from averaging 32
individual spectra, which reduces local fluctuations. Under
standard conditions, only 16 individual spectra are averaged,
and, in addition, the necessary time interval for analysis is
more important (90 s, as compared to 30 s). This results in
estimated angle uncertainties of, typically, ±7◦.
In the example of Fig. 2, Cluster satellite C3 locates the
propagation direction of the fine frequency line analysed at
about 30◦ from the directions estimated by the three other
spacecraft. Such a difference persists on successive directiv-
ity estimations. That particular case is interesting, because it
appears that all directions do not point to a same source re-
gion. The satellite C3 position differs mainly from the other
spacecraft positions by its latitude in the GSE frame: about
15◦ as compared to about 35◦ (see sketch in Fig. 2, bottom
right). A complete analysis of this event is out of the scope
of this paper, but it is worth noting that the Cluster platforms
regularly detect important differences between propagation
directions, when travelling near perigee.
3 Low-latitude observations at large distance from the
source
3.1 Case of 25 July 2002: nightside magnetosphere
We present here the results of directivity analysis during
the continuum enhancement event shown in Fig. 1 (middle
panel). The four spacecraft are located in the nightside mag-
netosphere (at LT about 3), close to apogee, at small (<5◦)
latitude. They are separated at most by 0.8RE in the XY-
plane. The local plasma frequency can be approximated from
the low-frequency cut off on the continuum emissions spec-
tra, located below 10 kHz (see Fig. 1, bottom). The two upper
panels in Fig. 3 display, in the form of frequency/time spec-
trograms, the modulation factor m and the directivity angle
ak, respectively, calculated for a two-hour time interval. In
this particular case, taken under normal telemetry, the fre-
quency separation in the Whisper spectra is the best possi-
ble, 160 Hz, each spectrum results from the accumulation of
16 individual spectra (covering 213 ms), and the time resolu-
tion is 0.85 s (one out of four accumulated spectra is down-
loaded). We use 2-min running time intervals to derive direc-
tivity parameters. We limit the analysis to frequencies higher
than 10 kHz, largely above the local plasma frequency, which
allows us not to subtract the level of quasi-thermal noise as
would be otherwise necessary (Steinberg et al., 1990). The
white background indicates that the criteria for successful
direction finding (see Sect. 2.3) are not met and hence the
analysis is not applicable. This is the case, for example, for
the intense high frequency auroral emissions occurring above
60 kHz at the beginning of the time interval shown in Fig. 1.
These emissions, although directional, are too sporadic for
the spin modulation method to be applicable. Several inter-
esting features are showing up in the spectrograms of Fig. 3:
1. In the second panel three main diverging frequency
bands are seen at ak angles in the range 30–70◦ (green-
ish colour code), contrasting with the background emis-
sions at ak angles close to zero (blue or black colour
code),
2. In the top panel, modulation factors above 90% are
linked with the two upper rising frequencies, less con-
taminated by background signal, at a frequency sepa-
ration of ∼14.5 kHz. A gradient in modulation index
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(decreasing from>60% to<40%) is observed at a tran-
sition frequency varying in the 20–35 kHz range. Such
a transition has been recently used as a signature of the
upper frequency of trapped continuum, yielding a re-
mote information, when observed in the far tail, about
plasma frequency in the magnetosheath flanks (Nagano
et al., 2003),
3. Before 22:25 UT, at highest radiation intensity (see
Fig. 1), all ak angles show Sun-Earth aligned propaga-
tions (shown as blue), even in the frequency ranges (30–
50 kHz), where later they turn to a different spacecraft-
Earth, direction (shown as green). Due to the 180 ◦ am-
biguity in direction finding, we cannot tell which are the
actual source positions. We will go back to this point
later, when discussing possible scenarios (Fig. 4).
4. At low frequency (below 15–25 kHz), although the
radiation intensity is significant (see Fig. 1 around
23:20 UT, for instance), the direction finding method
fails. The modulation index decreases thus below the
acceptance level (∼20% in that case), or the signal be-
comes too noisy.
A simple interpretation of those features, suggested by the
pioneering work of Gurnett (1975) and confirmed later by
others, is the following: the radiation of lower frequency, be-
low 15–25 kHz, is probably trapped after multiple reflections
at the magnetopause, losing its directional character; the first
episode (before 22:25 UT) at higher (25–50 kHz) frequen-
cies indicates a radiating source, S1 say, of rather large di-
mension (suggested by the moderate modulation factor) at a
smooth plasmapause profile (as suggested by the large fre-
quency range), the overall beam being collimated along the
Sun-Earth direction; in the second episode (after 22:25 UT) a
source, S2 say, appears. It is confined to a sharp plasmapause
gradient (as suggested by the frequency pattern, characteris-
tic of continuum radiation from a source at a well-defined
gyrofrequency) radiating from a small area (as suggested by
the high modulation factor) in a cone angle off the Sun-Earth
direction. The apparition of S2 can be accounted for either a
temporal evolution (it switches on) or a spatial evolution (it
comes in the line of sight). We will come back to this point
later.
The bottom panels of Fig. 3 present some statistics of
the calculated angle values shown in the middle panel for
the satellite C4, allowing in particular a comparison be-
tween spacecraft. For three selected time intervals of 10 min
the panels show histograms of the ak values in the same
20–70 kHz frequency range. That frequency range is wide,
and the derived information should be taken as comple-
mentary to detailed instantaneous frequency dependence of
source-spacecraft direction, illustrated in the upper panel of
Fig. 4. The curves presented at the top of Fig. 4 display a
repetitive pattern, peaking approximately at half harmonics
of 14.5 kHz, but showing details such as plateaus, secondary
peaks, which are consistently similar on all four spacecraft;
(the plots, colour coded in the standard way, being here su-
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Fig. 3. Direction analysis for the 25 July event (middle panel of
Fig. 1). Two upper panels: frequency/ time spectrograms of the
directivity parameters calculated for C1 (same time interval as dy-
namic spectrogram presented in Fig. 1); top panel: modulation in-
dex; middle panel: ak direction angle values. Three lower panels:
histograms of the ak angle values obtained with the four spacecraft
data sets over three frequency/time intervals (marked above as in-
tervals a, b and c). The standard colour code (described in Fig. 2)
allows one to distinguish between the satellites. Results are very
similar from spacecraft to spacecraft. Two main propagation direc-
tions point out in the core of the event (intervals a and b).
perposed one on each other). Although an interesting subject,
we do not investigate nor discuss here in more detail the time
and frequency dependence of source directions.
Going back to the histograms displayed at the bottom of
Fig. 3, we can nevertheless point to interesting global fea-
tures. The histograms show that 1) the angular distribu-
tions are remarkably similar from spacecraft to spacecraft
(we shall discuss later the small difference indicated at left),
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Fig. 4. Direction finding from analysis of a 2-min time interval at
about 23:00 UT, in the central part of the 25 July 2002 event. Top
panel: detailed variations of the angle ak versus emission frequency.
Two frequencies, at two extremes of ak values, are noted, respec-
tively, by labels 1 and 2. Bottom panel: plots of the propagation
directions in the XY-plane at the two frequencies selected above.
Each spacecraft position is located at the intersection of the two di-
rection lines in the same standard colour. Part of the orbit prior to
the event is shown with colour-coded curves ended by arrows.
2) they provide precise angle values at two peaks in the dis-
tribution associated with the sources S1 and S2, as described
above, together with statistical estimation of the related con-
fidence intervals (a few degrees), 3) the angular position of
the second source, S2, peaks at the same value (∼33◦) around
22:40 UT (left panel) and around 23:00 UT (middle panel),
although its characteristic frequencies have increased from
several kHz, (4) the two main peaking directions bound a
cone angle of ∼35◦ width, where the illumination, as mea-
sured by the density of points in a given bin angle, is sig-
nificant; the number of measured radiating directions falls
abruptly to zero outside that cone. Angle value estimations
falling inside the cone angle probably result from waves
coming from multiple directions, hence should be taken with
caution. We have performed a source localisation search by
using the two main directions bounding the illuminated cone
angle.
From the top panel of Fig. 4, we selected two specific fre-
quencies (42 kHz and 51 kHz) corresponding, respectively,
to a minimum and a maximum in the ak angle variations
with frequency. Those ak angles are part of the two peaks
showing up in the histogram plotted in the bottom panel of
Fig. 3, respectively, around 2 and 33◦. The bottom panel of
Fig. 4 displays the two sets of four propagation directions
in the XY-plane as measured by the satellites at the two se-
lected frequencies. We think they are associated with the
two sources S1 and S2, which seem to dominate during the
whole event, as described above. The directions at the higher
ak angle (associated to source S2, label 2) point to the Earth
(or opposite to it). If we add the information about the source
geocentric distance, as indicated in Sect. 2.2, ∼4RE derived
from the∼14.5 kHz frequency separation, the continuum ray
paths meet the source geocentric distance at ∼5 LT, which
leads to the sketched S2 position (yellow patch), consistent
with the classical view of a source located at the plasmapause
in the dawn sector. Including this additional information re-
solves thus the 180◦ direction ambiguity in a convincing way.
The directions at low ak values (labeled 1) are more dif-
ficult to interpret, as they do not point toward the Earth but
toward the dayside magnetopause (or indicating a source in
the night sector). The associated modulation index, about
60%, is significant. At this stage, we can only tell that the ra-
diation is probably reflected once in the vicinity of the nose
magnetosphere, under such conditions that the collimation is
important over a large frequency range, but we cannot say
where the primary sources are located. They might be col-
located with the source S2. Indeed, such an interpretation
is supported by sketching a paraboloid magnetopause at the
distance where, acting as a mirror, it would reflect ray paths
coming from S2 toward the observed measured direction.
The derived magnetopause position is perfectly consistent
with the realistic modelled magnetopause used by Green and
Boardsen (1999) in their ray-tracing calculations of quasi-
trapped continuum radiation (see, in particular, Fig. 2 of their
paper). Such a scenario would imply that the same restricted
source volume radiates over a range of directions. Should
the plasmapause surface be smooth, that would rule out a
generating mechanism commonly considered for continuum
radiation (Horne, 1989): the linear mode conversion “win-
dow” theory of Jones (1982). Indeed, according to Jones’
theory, the source radiates along a density gradient (oriented
perpendicularly to the plasmapause surface), where the con-
version efficiency to electromagnetic waves is expected to
be high. Rather than ruling out this theory, we think that
the perspective of an undulated plasmapause surface, asso-
ciated with a range of density gradient directions, is quite
acceptable. The existence of variable density gradient direc-
tions within a small volume in the plasmapause region has
recently received direct confirmation by Cluster observations
(Darrouzet et al., 2004).
The model of two main sources, S1 and S2, is a way to
simplify the presentation. Indeed, we measure ray directions
at intermediate ak values, covering a large cone angle. Those
intermediate values could be explained by sources positioned
along the plasmapause, inside the cone angle, radiating either
directly to the spacecraft, or after reflection at magnetopause.
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Whatever the spatial distribution of sources, it is abruptly
bounded westward of the global radiation source, which
seems to indicate a spatial (in azimuth) boundary. Coming
back to the alternative between a temporal and a spatial evo-
lution in the region source at 22:25 UT (when the change in
directivity characteristics occurs, and the source S2 appears),
it is difficult to conclude. At this stage, Cluster progresses
slowly on its orbit, westward. Less than 0.1RE are covered
during the ∼10-minutes duration of the change. That corre-
sponds to 0.3◦ in angular dimension, at the considered source
to the spacecraft distance. The largest triangulation base, C1
to C2 (∼5200 km), yields an angular dimension of ∼3◦, one
order of magnitude higher. If the constellation were enter-
ing an intense emission cone issued from the S2 source –
that would be on its eastward edge – one would expect that
C2 observes S2 signatures before C1 does. A detailed ex-
amination of the Whisper spectra does not indicate that it is
the case. We think that a dynamic evolution of the source is
likely at stake, rather than Cluster entering by its own move-
ment in a radiation cone. It could be a fast variation of the
position of such a cone (for instance, induced by a modifica-
tion in plasmapause surface orientation) or a sudden change
in the intensity radiated.
As a last remark, let’s discuss triangulation capabilities of-
fered by Cluster in such a case (observatories at a distance
of about 18RE from the source). The largest triangulation
base (C1 to C2) leads, when pointing to a small source, to
an angular difference ∼3◦ between the two directions. Such
an angular difference is not measurable with Whisper per-
formances, even after averaging data; however, the trend in-
dicated in the bottom left panel of Fig. 3 is of the correct
amount (2◦) and in the correct direction (smaller angle mea-
sured by C1 than by C2). We may consequently hope for
real triangulation possibilities, even close to apogee, if the
configuration is stretched to large separations (15 000 km are
considered toward the end of the Cluster mission).
3.2 Case of 7 June 2003: magnetosheath
We concentrate here on the event first shown in upper panel
of Fig 1. The top panel of Fig. 5 presents a more detailed dy-
namic spectrogram of this case. Continuum emissions escape
the magnetospheric cavity, and are observed above the local
magnetosheath plasma frequency. In contrast with the pre-
ceding case, several discrete fine structures in frequency are
clearly visible, a behaviour commonly observed in the higher
frequency range of continuum radiations, where trapping is
inefficient. In this particular case, the frequency bin separa-
tion of the spectra is 320 Hz and the continuum elements are
probably more narrowly structured than instrument resolu-
tion allows one to observe. In addition, intensity enhance-
ments are observed on the lower frequency lines (41 and
47 kHz at 01:47 UT), in conjunction with local density deple-
tions. Density holes are identified by variations in the plasma
frequency position Fp, which we estimate from the low fre-
quency cut off (pointed by a white arrow) in the smooth elec-
tromagnetic radiations observed at that time. They confirm
that the magnetosheath characteristics play a role in the prop-
agation conditions of the escaping continuum radiation, and
probably of its reflected component. Detailed understand-
ing of the reflection mechanisms and their efficiency could
certainly benefit from a study making use of the multipoint
Cluster facility.
We have performed direction finding analysis on the
bright continuum line running from about 68 to 73 kHz
at the top Fig. 5, at two successive times, t1∼01:45 UT
and t2∼02:30 UT. The derived propagation directions are
displayed in the bottom panel, in the (spin) plane which is
parallel to XY GSE-plane. The 2-D sketch shows in addition
the location of the Earth and part of the Cluster orbit pro-
jected onto that plane (with colour-coded curves ended by
arrows). The four directions are marked, respectively, by la-
bels 1 at t1 and labels 2 at t2. The total angular dispersion is
∼10◦ at t1, larger than at t2 (∼6◦), perhaps due to the pres-
ence at an earlier time of type 3 radiations. In any event, the
uncertainty in direction finding, about ±7◦ under the stan-
dard operations conditions prevailing here, combined with
the small spacecraft separation (less than 1RE), does not al-
low for any valid triangulation of a source farther than a few
Earth radii from the Cluster fleet.
However, if we consider that the frequency separation of
the brightest pattern (indicated by yellow arrows in Fig. 5) is
the electron gyrofrequency at the source, we can follow the
approach used for the preceding event. The electron gyrofre-
quency value defines the geocentric distance at 4.2RE (see
Sect. 2.2). We can then take advantage of the multipoint ba-
sis of the Cluster observatory to locate the source as follows:
at 01:45 UT, spacecraft 1 and 4, close to each other in the
XY-plane, indicate directions 4◦ apart. Combined with un-
certainty values estimated to about ±7◦ on each determina-
tion, this provides the 10◦ angle span within which the source
could be located. The pair 2 and 3, also placed nearby, indi-
cate directions 7◦ apart. Combined with uncertainty values,
it similarly provides a common angle span of 7◦. Finally,
both angle spans overlap a common region which crosses
the 4.2RE geocentric distance over a local time sector about
3 h wide, centred at 10:30 LT. That sector, sketched in grey
colour Fig. 5 (bottom panel), is actually close to the intersec-
tion of directions for spacecraft 1 and 3. Later, at 02:30 UT,
the direction finding results show a tendency for the source
to be located closer to the Earth, but without any strong shift
in local time.
The derived location of the source, based on straight
propagation, is compatible with the average position of the
plasmapause. This indicates that refraction at the magne-
topause boundary is not a phenomenon of crucial impor-
tance at the frequency considered. However, owing to the
large density fluctuations observed locally in the magne-
tosheath, some amount of ray curvature along the source
to spacecraft path is not excluded. In addition, the derived
source to spacecraft direction, almost tangential to a mod-
elled “smooth” plasmapause surface, raises again the ques-
tion of local plasmapause orientation associated to Jones’s
theory. To analyse further this event, we have conducted a
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Fig. 5. Direction analysis for the 7 June 2003 event (top panel on Fig. 1). Top panel: details of a frequency-time spectrogram showing
continuum elements observed in the magnetosheath. The frequency separation of the three main emission line elements (indicated with
yellow arrows) is approximately 11 kHz. The position of local plasma frequency is indicated by a white arrow (low frequency cut off in
type 3 emissions). Bottom panel: propagation directions observed from the four spacecraft in the spin plane, close to the XY GSE-plane. A
distinct single emission line -the upper of the three indicated elements- has been selected for analysis. Its frequency increases slightly from
71.0 kHz at ∼01:45 UT, to 73.2 kHz at ∼02:30 UT. The directivity angles are calculated over the same 90 s time interval on each spacecraft,
first at 01:45 UT (labels 1), then at 02:30 UT (labels 2). The propagation lines are plotted according to standard spacecraft colour codes (see
Fig. 2 caption). The estimated source position at 01:45 UT is indicated as a sector marked in grey colour.
survey of the evolution of the measured angle ak, again for
the continuum emission line at ∼70 kHz, in the time inter-
val between 01:45 and 02:30 UT. It indicates that the slow
drift in ak values on all four spacecraft is dominated by large
and rapid angle fluctuations on each satellite, in the range
78 to 98◦. This range is not much larger than the ±7◦ un-
certainty span, but some of it could be real. The large fluc-
tuations are not correlated from one spacecraft to another.
This is not in favour of a variability of the angle estimations
due to time evolutions in a common source. The fluctua-
tions could perhaps be related to small spatial features en-
countered along the four ray paths, including magnetopause
and magnetosheath traversals. Other studies, when the in-
strument delivers directivity with a better accuracy, should
be conducted to explore various possibilities. In summary,
although the source cannot be precisely located in this case,
we think that it is probably placed near an irregular equatorial
plasmapause surface in the morning sector. In such circum-
stances, it is possible to locally emit radiation in a direction
which is perpendicular to the otherwise time and spatially
averaged “smooth” plasmapause surface.
4 Observations in the vicinity of the sources
4.1 Case of 23 April 2002: source finding at low latitude
Occasionally, Cluster observes stable, discrete continuum
elements while crossing the magnetic equator. Figure 6
presents such an event, obtained at small separation, where
the maximal distance between spacecraft is ∼140 km in the
XY-plane and ∼240 km along Z-axis. The top panel shows
for C4 a dynamic spectrogram of the signal intensity over
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the frequency range where the continuum elements are ob-
served. The middle panel displays in the same way the ak
angle values obtained from the direction analysis described
in Sect. 2.3. The Whisper instrument is working in its stan-
dard operation mode, as during the case event presented be-
fore. The frequency separation does not allow the resolution
of very fine structures: moreover, direction finding requires
acquisition time intervals of about 90 s for enough sample
points to be collected. Despite those limited performances,
the direction analysis indicates clearly a systematic evolution
of the propagation direction during the pass, similar on all
continuum elements. All of them show a similar evolution
of the ak value: at about 30◦ when first showing up in the
Southern Hemisphere, the ak value decreases down to about
−50◦, when the emission line fades out.
We have compared the propagation directions for the con-
tinuum element of lowest frequency, which is the best de-
fined in this case. Its frequency is increasing from 70 to
72 kHz during the pass and we have selected three differ-
ent times for performing direction finding. The results are
presented in the bottom panel of Fig. 6. They show that:
1. The cone angle spanned by the four directions at a given
time is large, up to about 30◦. This can be explained by
the low accuracy of the determination. Indeed, in addi-
tion to the±7◦ uncertainty corresponding to the general
scatter in the data (see section 2.3), we must account for
the fact that the view angle of a spacecraft over a narrow
source varies during the 90 s necessary for the analy-
sis. As the corresponding displacement in the XY-plane
is about 170 km, and as the source is placed at about
1500 km from the orbit, as deduced from the triangula-
tion, we evaluate the view angle variation to 6.5◦, and
consider it must be added to the 14◦ total span angle due
to random noise,
2. Triangulation is nevertheless alright: all directions point
roughly toward the same source region. It is quite pos-
sible that several small sources account for the apparent
single continuum element that Whisper’s limited fre-
quency resolution is able to isolate; they are likely part
of the same region in space.
We deduce from this successful triangulation that the
source position is located over a limited area in the XY-plane,
and that it is stable at first approximation during the dura-
tion of the observation (about 15 min). The derived position,
placed between the orbit and the Earth, is in accordance with
the assumption of continuum sources located at the equa-
torial plasmapause. In that particular case, the estimated
source position is in the night sector (∼20:50 LT), where the
plasmapause is known to be usually well defined, sometimes
overlapped by the plasma sheet particle injection boundary.
The electron gyrofrequency local to the source can be es-
timated from the gyrofrequency measured by the sounder
at the equator (7.7 kHz) and from compared spacecraft and
source geocentric distances. It amounts to ∼9.8 kHz, much
larger than the fine structure frequency separation observed
(∼3.2 kHz). Several sources of similar brightness are likely
in action. They seem to switch off at about the same time,
for all spacecraft and all frequencies. Before switch off time,
the modulation index is high, over 80%, for the two elements
lowest in frequency, whereas it is about 60% at the higher
frequencies.
Details in the switch off times of the continuum elements
at ∼02:50 UT indicate a sequencing versus spacecraft in the
order C1, C2 and C4, then C3, which, considering the con-
stellation arrangement, corresponds to the traversal of a spa-
tial boundary (latitudinal or azimuthal) in the propagation
cone angle, rather than to a time fluctuation in the source.
The four spacecraft are too close to each other in this case,
and the time resolution is too crude, however, to provide any
serious clue to whether it might be a latitudinal or an az-
imuthal boundary. Concerning a possible boundary in az-
imuth, one should note that continuum sources are proba-
bly drifting according to plasmasphere corotation. Green et
al., 2002, for example, describe a case event when the ra-
diation is produced in a narrow emission cone confined to
the longitudinal extent of a plasmasphere bite out, observed
to corotate with the plasmasphere. In the case of the Clus-
ter event we are discussing (23 April 2002), there is no sign
that the emission cone is narrow (the observed range in di-
rectivity directions is quite large), but it is still reasonable
to consider co-rotation as the first order movement of the
source. The corotation of the source region would corre-
spond, as projected in the XY-plane plot of Fig. 6, bottom
panel, to a movement in the direction opposite to the space-
craft movement on their orbit. However, the correspond-
ing displacement during the time interval considered, about
500 km, would be smaller than the overall size of the region
pointed by the directivity pattern, hence not detectable. Other
cases, with larger spacecraft separations can provide more in-
formation on this interesting topic.
4.2 Case of 9 July 2001: a study at medium latitude
This case event is taken during the approach of the plasma-
sphere on an inbound leg. The size of the plasmasphere ap-
pears stationary on this inbound pass, as all spacecraft en-
counter the plasmapause (defined here at Fp ∼80 kHz) at
similar L values (∼5.7), including C3, travelling with a time
lag of about 35 min behind a trio formed by C1, C2 and C4.
On the outbound leg, two hours later, the plasmasphere ap-
pears deeply eroded down to L ∼4.2 and observations from
C3 differ strongly from what is seen on the three other space-
craft. We will come back to this point later.
The frequency-time spectrograms measured inbound by
the four Cluster are shown in Fig. 7 (left panel) for a 20-min
time interval. They are better understood when compared to
the orbital plot shown in the top right panel: the trio C1, C2
and C4 is placed at proximity of the plasmapause, while C3
is still located in the high latitude southern plasmatrough. On
spectrograms for C1 C2 and C4, the plasma frequency, pre-
cisely identified by the sounder and by a signature (low fre-
quency cut off) in electrostatic emissions, increases smoothly
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Fig. 6. Triangulation from successive direction findings for the 23 April 2002 event. Top panel: frequency/time spectrogram showing details
of continuum elements at Cluster perigee. Resonance pattern triggered by the sounder appear as red points. They are composed in this
case of Fce and Fq lines. Middle panel: spectrogram of the ak angle calculated over the same frequency/time interval, showing the spin
modulated continuum elements (green to blue horizontal features). All of them show a similar evolution of the ak value. Bottom panel: orbit
and propagation directions projected onto the XY GSE-plane. The continuum element of lowest frequency (∼70 kHz) has been chosen for
the analysis; directions at three instant (as marked by arrows in the middle panel) are shown for the four spacecraft. Although spanning a
large angular domain, they all point to the same region, placed between the orbit and the Earth.
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Fig. 7. Direction analysis for the 9 July 2001 event. Left panel: frequency/time spectrograms measured by the four Cluster spacecraft, at
the approach of the plasmasphere. Orbital parameters are indicated for the satellite C4. Right, top panel: orbit elements in a meridian plane
during the interval 04:25 to 04:55 UT. Spacecraft are heading from Southern to Northern Hemisphere, field lines crossed by C4 (purple
symbol) and C3 (green symbol) are drawn at 04:45 UT. The orange segment and patch indicate source positions as discussed in Sect. 4.2.
Right, bottom panels: triangulation at two frequencies, same time interval, from Cluster C1, C2 and C4 satellites. Each direction is indicated
as the angle spanned over 5◦ about the central direction. All point to a source region located earthward from the orbit in the XY GSE-plane
shown (orbits and direction angles are projected on to the plane).
from about 12 kHz to 20 kHz, until each satellite encounters
a region centred at L∼7.15, highly structured in density. C3
encounters similar features when reaching the same L values
later (see Fig. 8, top panel), but, at the time interval of Fig. 7,
the density is too low to be measurable by Whisper. The con-
tinuum emissions of interest are first seen in the spectrograms
of C1, C2 and C4, a few minutes from the start of the interval
shown. They do not display a structured behaviour, but ap-
pear as a continuum band between 28 to 36 kHz at 04:30 UT,
decreasing smoothly in central frequency as time progresses,
until the large irregular density structure encountered blocks
the propagation to the spacecraft. Patchy bright emissions
are visible inside the density structure, at frequencies appar-
ently in continuity with the banded feature observed outside,
but amplified in intensity. Satellite C3 does not observe the
continuum band, neither at that time nor later when it reaches
the same region (Fig. 8, top panels). Even from a close ex-
amination of Fig. 7 spectrograms, it is difficult to make a
statement about the connection between a given continuum
structure, like the emission line observed on spacecraft C2
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Fig. 8. Global views of the plasmasphere for the event of 9 July 2001. a): Whisper spectrograms for Cluster spacecraft C3 and C4. b):
IMAGE/EUV global view of the plasmasphere at 08:18 UT, the red arrow indicates Cluster position; black arrows point to the plume. c):
detailed trajectories of the four Cluster spacecraft near perigee, projected along magnetic field lines on to the equatorial plane; measured
densities (colour coded) are plotted along the trajectories (upper values capped to 100 cm−3). Estimations of the source position are indicated
in orange. Numbers at top indicate ordering of spacecraft trajectories.
at 04:38 UT, 28.5 kHz, and a given feature observed later,
like the bright emission seen on C2 at 04:40 UT, 28 kHz, but
those are obviously two facets of the same global phenom-
ena. Further examination indicates that some of the bright
modulated emissions observed at the end of the interval seem
indeed trapped inside local depletions of the density profile
(04:39:40 UT and 04:43 UT on C2; 04:41 UT on C1), while
others (04:40:10 UT on C2) occur on a density shoulder,
hence are not entirely trapped inside a depletion, and could
escape.
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Results from direction finding and triangulation analysis at
the start of the event (04:31 UT) are shown in the two lower
right panels of Fig. 7. The time resolution of the spectra
(1.7 s) allows one direction finding every minute. The satel-
lite C3, which does not observe any continuum emission in
the time/frequency range of interest, has been excluded. The
triangulation is successful, as it is generally later in the pass.
We assume that the 180◦ ambiguity is resolved by the posi-
tion of the ray path intersection, and confirmed by the fact
that multiple triangulations can be done using more than two
spacecraft. To be rigorous, the source position found should
be corrected from the displacement caused by refraction ef-
fects expected near the source (see, for instance, ray tracing
in realistic plasma models in Horne, 1989). Such effects, ne-
glected in a first approximation, would likely place the source
slightly closer to the spacecraft than what triangulation indi-
cates, a spacecraft to source distance of ∼0.5 RE , when pro-
jected in the XY GSE-plane. Our triangulation findings indi-
cate thus a source region located on a column at about 3RE
from the Z GSE-axis (see sketch on Fig. 7, top right). The
column is placed relatively closer to the Earth at 32.5 kHz
than at 28.3 kHz, as should be expected if the frequency is
related to the local density at the source. This 2-D view is a
real achievement. It does not provide the full 3-D view, but
opens an interesting discussion: where is the source?
The classical view of a source placed both at plasmapause
and at the equator is ruled out, considering two evidences.
The first evidence is that a source placed at the equator at
3RE would correspond to a propagation direction almost
perpendicular to the equatorial plane, i.e. quasi-aligned with
the local magnetic field. Such a direction is not expected.
In the frame of the linear window conversion theory (Jones,
1982) the beaming angle, i.e. the angle of the radiation vec-
tor with the equator, would be of ∼45◦ (for the estimation
Fce∼Fp∼30 kHz at the source). Furthermore, left-hand po-
larized ordinary (L–O) mode waves are considered in the
frame of this theory, and indeed observed (Gurnett et al.,
1988). They show quasi-circular polarisation characteris-
tics, and would lead to a very weak modulation index for
a wave vector at small angle with spin axis. We observe, on
the contrary, significant modulation index values during this
event, varying in the 40–90% range. Non linear generation
models (Christiansen et al., 1984; Ro¨nnmark, 1985) are less
developed; several wave mode and polarization characteris-
tics have been proposed, but none with a propagation vector
along the magnetic field. The second evidence is that the
equatorial plasmapause observed on the inbound path is far-
ther off the Earth, by 2 to 3RE , than the column derived by
the triangulation. Even the compressed plasmapause bound-
ary crossed outbound at L∼4.2 is placed significantly farther
from the Earth than the equatorial foot of the derived column.
The assumption of a source placed at a plasmapause
boundary but off the equator is more plausible. Releasing
the constraint about source proximity with the equator, other
constraints are released as well. The plasmapause boundary
at latitudes comparable to the constellation latitude (∼-35◦)
is placed at close distance from the spacecraft, in between
Cluster and the Earth, as required by triangulation results.
The source to spacecraft propagation path can thus make
a small or moderate angle with the spin plane, as required
from large modulation index values. Trying to go further
along that line, we consider making use of actual modulation
index values as a proxy for the out of spin plane propaga-
tion direction. Indeed, the modulation index would vary as
cos (ψ) in the case of a circular polarisation, a point source,
and a propagation at an angle ψ with spin plane. The finite
size of the source, or its equivalent in case of multiple point
sources, would reduce the measured modulation. The value
of ψ deduced from our simple model can only be overes-
timated. From the limited analysis performed in this study,
and global parameters obtained (source to spacecraft distance
and modulation indices averaged over frequency and space-
craft), it can be stated that the propagation direction is at an
angle of less than ∼40◦ from the ecliptic plane, thus that the
source region detected by the constellation is probably lo-
cated at a distance of at least 2.5RE south from the ecliptic
plane (up to 3RE for highest modulation values). This cor-
responds to at least 1.8RE south in SM coordinates. Non
equatorial events have been already observed (Morgan and
Gurnett, 1991). The multipoint view of Cluster will certainly
bring new information about those cases.
Another question to consider is the overall shape of the
plasmapause boundary, and the source position with respect
to this boundary. It is interesting to note that, as in cases pre-
sented above (Figs. 4 to 6), the directions shown in Fig. 7
are far from radial, a behaviour not compatible (in the frame
of the linear window theory) with a smooth circular plasma-
pause surface.
We have gathered in Fig. 8 more information about the
plasmasphere shape and dynamics for that particular event.
The geomagnetic activity is unsteady during the few hours
preceding the event (Kp varying in both directions in the
range 1 to 4). The global images of the plasmasphere taken
by the Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) instrument (Sandel et al.,
2000) on the IMAGE mission (Burch, 2000) are not available
at the precise time interval of our continuum observations.
Because of IMAGE high apogee (∼7RE) and the EUV im-
ager’s wide field of view, images acquired near apogee show
the structure of the entire plasmasphere. A few hours be-
fore the interval (at 00:18 UT), the EUV image (not shown)
indicates a regular plasmasphere shape. The EUV image ob-
tained a couple of hours after the interval is shown in Fig. 8b.
It indicates the presence of a large plasmaspheric plume in
the dusk sector (18:00–20:00 MLT), and of a small bulge in
the postnoon sector (16:00 MLT). It must be noted that the
positions of the density boundary visible in the EUV image
are only indicative of a plasmapause boundary in an L–MLT
frame, as line of sight density boundaries are not necessar-
ily projected onto the equatorial plane. In any case, they
show that the plasmapause surface in the local time sector
of Cluster trajectories (where the small bulge is observed)
is not smooth. The density profiles measured by Cluster
provide details about the plasmapause position and dynamics
at the time of the event. The two spectrograms at the top of
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Fig. 8 indicate a striking difference between conditions en-
countered at perigee crossing by C4 at 05:49 UT (high den-
sities, inward from the plasmapause) and at perigee cross-
ing by C3 later (lower densities, outward the plasmapause),
although they follow each other on very similar orbits (see
Fig. 8c). They actually cross a plasmapause boundary out-
ward at about the same time (06:05 UT), but not at the same
MLT, C4 on its outbound leg, C3 still on its inbound leg (it
crosses perigee at 06:31 UT). Figure 8c displays density pro-
files (colour-coded values) for the four Cluster trajectories
plotted in an L–MLT frame (each indicated position is the
intersection with the GSM equatorial plane of the field line
crossed by the spacecraft at a given time of its journey). It
shows how MLT decreases from the eastward inbound leg
(high densities) to the westward outbound leg (low densities).
It is not possible to know if the very different inbound condi-
tions encountered by C3 and by the 3 other Cluster satellites
is the effect of a violent erosion (or compression) of the plas-
masphere occurring at about 06:05 UT, or if a large density
notch, already present at the time of our continuum event (at
04:30 UT), is moving eastward, possibly at modest speed, so
that it catches all spacecraft at about 06:05 UT and remains
eastward from C3. The density increase at the end of the C4
pass (Fig. 8a) indicates that indeed C1, C2 and C4 are located
inside a density notch between 06:00 and 07:00 UT.
The rough estimation of source location along the col-
umn parallel to Z GSE-axis (estimated from modulation in-
dex values to belong to the interval 2.5 to 3RE , Southern
Hemisphere), combined with its position in the XY-plane
obtained by triangulation (Fig. 7), allow us (after a projec-
tion along a magnetic field line) to place the source in the
L–MLT plot of Fig. 8c. The two extreme positions figured
correspond to the two extremes of the Z GSE values consid-
ered. They are placed inside the density notch crossed by the
constellation after 06:05 UT. It is worth noting that Whis-
per observes in this region of depressed densities, both con-
tinuum radiation features over the high end of the Whisper
frequency range, and intense electrostatic emissions thought
to be primary sources of continuum. Such an intense elec-
trostatic source is crossed by C4 at ∼06:08 UT, saturating
the Whisper analyser (vertical red bar). It it located off the
equator. Another such source is crossed by C3 at the equator
(at about 06:30 UT). Since continuum radiations observed
at ∼04:30 UT are placed at lower frequency than the var-
ious features observed in the density depression, no direct
connection can be made. However, we can state that gen-
eral conditions favourable to continuum generation are en-
countered precisely where geometrical considerations, de-
rived from measured directivity characteristics, allow us to
place the source acting at 04:30 UT.
In conclusion, this limited analysis demonstrates that the
desire to find the precise location of continuum sources, even
with the help of multi-spacecraft measurements, encounters
difficulties due to the genuinely complex and dynamical con-
ditions met. Our best estimation in the event case studied
indicates a source placed at the plasmapause, off the equa-
tor. To sustain this scenario, density holes would have to be
present such as to allow for a free path between the source
and observatories. Large irregularities, observed at plasma-
pause by all Cluster spacecraft, show that indeed the plasma-
pause is deeply structured in this local time sector and could
thus provide the required conditions. The IMAGE view ob-
served later confirms the existence of a structured plasma-
pause in the MLT sector of interest.
5 Summary and conclusion
The non-thermal terrestrial continuum radiation is observed
by the four satellites of the Cluster fleet in a variety of mag-
netospheric regions, including solar wind (not shown), mag-
netosheath, lobes and inner magnetosphere, in the latter case
at close proximity of initial driving sources. The various
sizes of the Cluster configuration during the mission phase
(100 km up to 5000 km, and up to 15 000 km in the future)
allow complementary views of a geophysical phenomenon
which, although very frequent and already studied from a
number of space missions, is still poorly understood. We
have chosen in this paper to present the main results we could
obtain from a first analysis of four-point observations of the
continuum emissions by the Whisper instrument. Whisper is
the Cluster instrument which, in the wave consortium WEC
(Pedersen et al., 1997), is dedicated to the four-point survey
of wave emissions in the frequency range covering the con-
tinuum radiation band, here limited to the 2–80 kHz range.
We have chosen a few events representative of the type
of information we can obtain from Whisper data alone, pre-
sented some of the analysis which is possible using first a
single spacecraft, then the complete fleet. Finally, we have
discussed the results obtained in each event in the frame of
the main knowledge accumulated from previous studies.
The first information we obtain about the continuum is the
spectral behaviour of the electric field of the wave and its
dynamics. Single spacecraft dynamic spectrograms can be
compared, one to another, by visual examination (see Fig. 7).
The second type of information is the result of direction find-
ing analysis performed from spin modulation of the spec-
tra. We have presented a description of the technique used
and of corresponding performances in direction finding. It
appears that the resulting uncertainty on the 2-D directiv-
ity angle is quite variable, from ∼±2◦ to ∼±10◦. Direc-
tivity angles and modulation indices derived from the direc-
tion finding analysis can be visualized as single spacecraft
dynamic spectrograms (see upper panels of Fig. 3), which
can be discussed individually or by comparison. Small dif-
ferences from spacecraft to spacecraft have been pointed out
by detailed superposed plots (Fig. 3, bottom, and Fig. 4, top).
Our findings derived from directivity investigations using
the complete fleet can be summarized as follow:
1. The directivity view demonstrates its full power when
used in the vicinity of the sources. We can then apply a
2-D triangulation of the source location. We have shown
in one event case (Fig. 7) a successful instantaneous
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triangulation, confirmed by the redundancy offered by
having a three-point baseline. The lack of observed
continuum from the fourth point illustrates the impor-
tance of the 3-D geometry, to be investigated. In another
event, a large uncertainty on the directivity angle does
not permit direct triangulation. However, the source sta-
bility leads to an indirect triangulation, as each space-
craft, travelling on its orbit, forms a triangulation base-
line (Fig. 6). In that case, obtained with small spacecraft
separation, the redundancy allowed by the four mea-
surements increases the reliability of the estimation.
2. When yielded at a distance of the source, the multi-
spacecraft directivity view offers a potentially interest-
ing estimation, not yet investigated, of the randomness
in the directivity measurements due to local factors. It
also helps to reduce the estimated angular dimension of
the source region. Triangulation at large distance from
the Earth, for instance, from the magnetosheath, is yet
not applicable, but should be during the final mission
phases, where large spacecraft separations are foreseen.
3. Another aspect of the multi-spacecraft directivity view
has been briefly discussed in the paper: the analysis of
the evolution of directivity angle and modulation index
as a function of the spin plane distance to the ecliptic.
Such analyses, made in conjunction with the 2-D inves-
tigations offered by the multiple baseline, offer a poten-
tially powerful means toward a 3-D remote view of the
continuum sources.
The results of geophysical interest obtained from our lim-
ited event study are listed below:
1. The directivity characteristics confirm cases of efficient
radiation trapping in the lower frequency band, of ra-
diation collimation along the Sun-Earth direction in the
medium frequency range, likely from reflection at mag-
netopause, of the transparency of the magnetosheath
boundary in the highest frequency range.
2. In all cases examined, the scenario of a source near the
plasmapause is consistent with the observations. Suc-
cessful triangulation analyses indicate in one event a
source in the pre-midnight sector, near the equator; in
another event a source off the equator, in the dusk sector.
A possible role of wave ducting has to be investigated.
3. Latitudinal differences in directivity properties have
been observed; they have still to be explained, and de-
tailed beaming characteristics to be established.
4. Local plasma diagnostics by the sounder help to identify
the nature of electrostatic emissions which are related
with driving sources of continuum radiation; emissions
at upper hybrid frequency might not always be the major
driving source.
5. Continuum radiation amplification is observed in con-
junction with local density depletions of small size in
the magnetosheath (see Sect. 3.2) and plasmasphere
(see Sect. 4.2). The full importance of plasma irreg-
ularities on radiation properties, including propagation
path, has to be established.
6. The role of large size density irregularities at plasma-
pause on the generation and beaming properties of con-
tinuum radiation is an interesting topic to be further ad-
dressed. Such studies will benefit from the comparison
of Cluster local detailed views with large view imaging
from IMAGE when at apogee.
In conclusion, first investigations on continuum radiation
properties and on remote sensing of the source regions based
on Cluster fleet data are very encouraging. New studies can
now be envisaged, both at small scale, for example about the
nature of the sources or the role of small density irregularites,
and at larger scale, for example about typical beam exten-
sions or other continuum propagation or optical properties.
We hope for a renewed interest about the terrestrial contin-
uum emissions that will drive various studies and approaches
in the future. A better understanding of their behaviour is
necessary if we want for instance to use them as a tool for
remote sensing the plasmasphere or the magnetosheath.
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